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Both of the airlines are flag carriers of their respective country and hence much value is associated
with them. Air China is one of the major airlines of Peopleâ€™s Republic of China having its operations
from Beijing Capital International Airlines with a fleet size so huge as to put the airline at 10th
position by this categorization. Air China booking is as easy as getting Air France tickets. The
difference between both of the airlines lies in many other aspects like their date of foundation, fleet
size, alliance, frequent flyer programs and the list certainly does not end only on them.

Air France started its working after getting founded in 1933 leading to a very long history similar to
British Airways. It actually was a result of great merger of Air Orient, Air Union, Compagnie
GÃ©nÃ©rale AÃ©ropostale, Compagnie Internationale de Navigation AÃ©rienne (CIDNA), and SociÃ©tÃ©
GÃ©nÃ©rale de Transport AÃ©rien (SGTA). This merger was followed by two more in later years making
it huger still. Present size of fleet of Air France is slightly less than Air China but difference is
threatened to increase one all the orders are placed. That will eventually mean that you have more
options of traveling with Air China booking rather than with getting Air France tickets.

Air China is a result of separations and mergers of airlines, which finally made a fleet of 268+
aircrafts with more aircrafts already ordered. It has been doing a lot of share buying recently to
increase its presence in certain regions like Hong Kong and it has also been involve in saving
financially troubled airlines like Air Macau. To get a ticket via Air China booking has become a job of
repute more than a matter of just travel to passenger who like to explore airlines to the destinations
along with places of world in itself. Matter is not very much different for Air France either. It is just
the availability and the destination to which that airlines leave. One might like to choose Air France
tickets over other given a chance. 

Air France offers Fly Blue to its frequent travelers and to those who might travel more given an
incentive on travel where as Air China calls its frequent flyer program as Phoenix Miles. Apart from
some basics, both of them offer great flights whether you decide to fly with Air China booking or Air
France tickets.
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